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East Asia’s population exceeds two billion, and including South Asia pushes the number to over half
the global total. The world’s second- and third-largest national economies are in East Asia, and
India, in South Asia, will inevitably compete with them. In Southeast Asia, the combined population
of Indonesia, the Philippines, and Vietnam exceeds 450 million, and all three have the potential to
sustain better than 5% GDP growth. President Obama clearly and correctly made US relations with
the Asia-Pacific a high priority.
The Obama administration, however, made errors of omission and commission. These errors could be
corrected by Donald Trump’s incoming administration in tandem with the new Congress,. If they are
corrected, it would help improve both the American economy and America’s economic role in the
Asia-Pacific. The central actions the Trump administration and Congress should take are:1
(1) Let the TPP go. It was a very good but possibly infeasible idea, with a weak outcome. Make new
trade rules only if they definitely help Americans.
(2) Do not try to zero out the trade deficit. It will not create jobs.
(3) Propose substantial steps forward on trade and investment in the Asia-Pacific. These can range
from difficult, bilateral free trade negotiations to Japan to narrower talks on the food sector with
Indonesia.
(4) Consider quick action, such as commercial bans, in response to China’s intellectual property (IP)
theft. Document Chinese subsidies, including but not focused on currency, to inform ensuing policy
choices.
(5) Adopt unilateral measures that will bolster the American economic role in the Asia-Pacific, from
lowering self-defeating US trade barriers to corporate tax reform.

The Past Eight Years
The Obama administration’s main economic initiative in the Asia-Pacific was, of course, the TransPacific Partnership (TPP). The TPP was absolutely the right idea—the US would certainly benefit
from deeper and more secure market access in East Asia. And a successful initial round featuring
Japan, Malaysia, and Singapore would have been a powerful lure for Indonesia, among others.
Those supporting the TPP, starting with but certainly not limited to the Obama administration, had
some sound reasons to do so.2
The final text of the TPP unfortunately fell well short of high aspirations. This may have been
unavoidable with such a diverse group of countries. Whatever the reason, qualitative and
quantitative assessments of the TPP estimated insignificant economic gains for the US.3 In
particular, the extent of national exemptions from the liberalization of services trade means that,
despite being the world’s most competitive services exporter, the US could expect only very small
increases in services exports. The TPP would need to be considerably improved to be worthwhile for
the US economically.
Partly as a result of this serious shortcoming, the Obama administration and its allies took to praising
less tangible aspects of the TPP. Most of these are diplomatic in nature. My testimony does not
address diplomacy, but it should be self-evident that the first “21st-century trade agreement,”
involving a dozen countries and three of the four largest US trade partners, cannot be a diplomatic
initiative first and a trade initiative second or third. This implicit dismissal of its importance is a poor
way to make the case for open trade and likely to foster rather than combat protectionist sentiment,
especially when economic gains do not become visible.

A concrete illustration is the refrain concerning the need to make the rules.4 This seems to suggest
eventual commercial benefit but, in that case, just making rules cannot be the end in itself. Rules
must offer at least a possibility of greater income for American companies and workers. The TPP fell
short on this score, most notably in weak restrictions on state-owned enterprises, which could easily be
circumvented by a country committed to protecting its firms from competition.5
Table 1. SOEs in World’s Top 50 Companies, 2015
Ranking

Company Name

2

Sinopec (China)

4

CNPC (China)

7

State Grid (China)

18

ICBC (China)

26

Gazprom (Russia)

28

Petrobras (Brazil)

29

China Construction Bank (China)

36

Agricultural Bank of China (China)

37

China State Construction Engineering (China)

38

Japan Post Holdings (Japan)

39

PDVSA (Venezuela)

43

Lukoil (Russia)

45

Bank of China (China)

47

Pemex (Mexico)

50

Fannie Mae (United States)

Source: Fortune, “Global 500, 2015,” http://fortune.com/global500/.

The Obama administration’s emphasis on rules also does not hold up well in light of its failure to
enforce existing US law. As perhaps the most painful example, IP theft has cost legitimate American
companies something on the order of $2 trillion in total sales over the past eight years.6 The
administration joined Congress in creating the Defense of Trade Secrets Act but has done almost
nothing to sanction IP thieves. No sanctions been applied in response to cyber espionage under the
new authority provided in the 2015 National Defense Authorization Act;7 even the mandated report
has not been submitted. This passivity has been a mistake and change will benefit the US.

What Not to Change: Imports Are Not Losses
The rhetoric of the Trump presidential campaign can be taken as suggesting a goal to limit trade.
This would be self-defeating. Americans voluntarily choose to participate in trade and do so because
they prosper from it. This includes buying imports as much as making exports. The most fundamental

issue, which drives decisions about trade agreements and sanctions, is how to treat the trade deficit.
The Trump campaign website approvingly quoted the Economic Policy Institute, which makes
conventional protectionist arguments in sync with those made by organized labor.8 The arguments
depend almost entirely on the idea that a trade deficit automatically means lost jobs. This is wrong.
After the US fell into the Great Depression, the Congress passed sweeping tariffs in 1930. And the
US ran large trade surpluses from 1929 to 1935 and 1937 to 1941.9 Neither the tariffs nor the large
trade surpluses helped the economy. While that was 75 years ago, in 2009 the economy crashed,
and the trade deficit crashed with it. Trade became more balanced, as protectionists want, yet

Figure 1. US Trade Deficit vs. Unemployment Rate, 1975–2015

Sources: US Census Bureau, “U.S. Trade in Goods and Services,” February 5, 2015, http://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/statistics/
historical/gands.pdf; and US Bureau of Labor Statistics, “Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey,” March 28, 2016,
http://data.bls.gov/timeseries/LNS14000000.

unemployment soared. The explanation is simple: when Americans are poorer, they buy fewer
imports. Lower imports are not a sign of success.
The pattern extends far beyond 1930 and 2009. There is no statistical relationship between the trade
deficit and unemployment from 1975 to 2015, no evidence that the trade deficit means lost jobs over
the most recent 40 years (see Figure 1). This applies to the raw trade deficit figure and the deficit as
a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP). It applies to trade and employment measures during
the same year and to trade one year and employment the next.10
Because protectionists cannot link the trade deficit to jobs, they link it to GDP.11 There is nothing
magical about GDP; it is just an accounting tool. One view of GDP considers (in isolation) all imports to
be harmful—every dollar of imports reduces GDP by a dollar. Because GDP is just accounting, this
can be technically true. It’s also ridiculous: if the US Navy blockaded our own ports, GDP would
rise?

The next step in this flawed view is to assume GDP brings jobs. But GDP cannot cause job changes;
as an accounting device, it cannot cause anything. Judging by GDP growth, 2010 should have been
an excellent time for jobs.12 Unemployment only fell that year because people gave up looking for
work. You cannot save or spend your share of GDP because it has no value in the real world. GDP
per person rose in 2010, but most people earned less money.13 Using GDP to say trade should be
balanced is a trick used by special interests because they cannot make the direct link to jobs. The
Trump administration should set it aside.

What to Change: China
If the trade deficit is set aside as an issue in itself, sound policy can emerge. Regardless of the trade
deficit, for example, the first five years after NAFTA went into effect saw lower unemployment, higher
labor force participation, higher manufacturing employment, and higher manufacturing wages.14 In
Figure 2. Manufacturing Employment, 1990–2015

Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics, “Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey,” March 28, 2016,
http://data.bls.gov/timeseries/LNS14000000.

contrast, American manufacturing jobs were lost when China entered the World Trade Organization—
2.9 million from just 2001 to 2003 (see Figure 2). While these were not all due to China, some were.15
Policies regarding China can save American jobs, but only if we choose the right ones.
As an illustration, the Chinese yuan’s exchange rate against the dollar did not drop at all while
manufacturing jobs were being crushed. Later, from the middle of 2005 through 2008, the yuan rose
as American currency critics want it to. (It was flat in 2009.) Yet the US job situation deteriorated
starting in 2007. Labeling China a currency manipulator is technically accurate. At the time of writing,
Beijing is allowing the yuan to fall. If sustained, this would call for US sanctions.16 But focusing on
the yuan would be a mistake. As with trade deficits, no long-term relationship can be found between
China’s currency and American jobs. Jobs were lost in 2001 with a stable exchange rate, and a
weaker dollar was no help in 2007.

Examining trade in isolation, the biggest problem is Chinese subsidies, which is point 6 of the Trump
campaign trade plan. When imports are cheap, Americans at least gain from low prices. When
Beijing effectively blocks American exports, it is a pure loss for the US. China subsidizes its own
firms and harms others in two main ways: (1) with basically no-cost loans from state-owned banks
and (2) by preventing competition with state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in industries from insurance
to machinery.17
While the political emphasis is on trade, investment is increasingly important. Chinese investment in
the US in 2016 will shatter the previous record and could amount to tens of billions of dollars
annually for years to come.18 Most of it comes from quasi-private corporations, so restricting SOEs
would do little. Cutting across trade and investment is IP, which includes cyber espionage and
protection of trade secrets (Trump trade plank point 7). Americans are the best innovators in the
world and China the biggest innovation thief.19 As noted, IP-related loss is probably the single most
costly aspect of our commercial relationship with China.
In the case of IP, the simple solution is best: companies that benefit from stolen IP are breaking the
law and should be banned, with the length of the ban depending on the amount of theft. In response
to trade and investment barriers, the principle of reciprocity could be invoked. With Beijing blocking
Figure 3. Foreign Direct Investment in the US, Yearly Totals

Source: US Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, “Foreign Direct Investment in the U.S.: Balance of Payments and
Direct Investment Position Data,” accessed November 14, 2016, http://www.bea.gov/international/di1fdibal.htm.

foreign participation in various sectors, the US has no obligation to permit unrestricted Chinese
participation. When to insist on reciprocity, however, should be carefully considered. For one thing,
the sectors that matter to the US are not the same as those that matter to China.

What to Change: Everyone Else
Trade issues sometimes get boiled down to China, which does a disservice to both trade and the
American people. Despite mistakes in our policies, most Americans benefit from foreign trade and
investment. Consumer goods are cheaper, permitting even the poor to own cell phones, for
example. More Americans can be employed in industries such as agriculture and aviation because
they export heavily.20 Foreign investment in the US supports millions of jobs (see Figure 3). A China
focus naturally leads to encourages limits on trade. A focus on the rest of the Asia-Pacific can lead
to a (two-way) trade expansion that boosts our economy.

In this vein, the new administration’s first action should not be applying tariffs. It should be assessing
existing economic relationships in balanced fashion, opportunities as well as failures. In terms of
opportunities, market size makes the Asia-Pacific the prime place to start. In terms of failures,
detailed examinations of problems such as the extent of subsidies and IP theft are needed to make
any sanctions effective. Smart negotiating requires good information, and gathering this information
first will make all ensuing decisions more productive and credible.
It would greatly assure millions of Americans and dozens of our foreign partners, as well as wrong-foot
critics, for the new administration to seek trade opportunities before or simultaneous with preparing
any barriers. The president-elect has said he prefers bilateral agreements to multilateral agreements
like the TPP.21 Campaign rhetoric makes it difficult to imagine quickly moving toward new free trade
agreements (FTAs) with developing economies, which feature cheap labor. But there are multiple
developed economies in the Asia-Pacific worth contemplating: Japan, New Zealand, and Taiwan.22
New Zealand is the symbolic FTA. It’s hard to imagine serious objections. Benefits would be similarly
small, but it could be concluded quickly and would indicate to friends and allies a continued American
commitment to free trade.
Bilateral talks with Japan would be entirely different. On top of opposition within the US, Japan has
typically preferred multilateral arrangements and may well reject a bilateral FTA outright. On the
other hand, a truly high-standard deal with Japan would offer hefty benefits, and the TPP embodies
considerable progress toward such a breakthrough. Trump should inquire if Tokyo is interested.
Taiwan might be the happy Asia-Pacific compromise. It would be a worthwhile FTA—Taiwan is in
the top 10 of American trade partners and global top 25 for GDP.23 Yet Taiwan’s tiny population
means there is no job threat to the US (if transshipment is tightly restricted). Diplomatic risks in
negotiating directly with Taiwan are paired with advantages in pressuring China. The island is a
raucous democracy that may balk at open trade.24 But our side looks good: congressional support
for Taiwan is high, and boosted by President Trump having Trade Promotion Authority,25 a Taiwan
deal could sail through.
Beyond FTAs

Table 2. Countries Listed by Population
Rank

Country Name

Total Population

1

China

1,373,541,278

2

India

1,266,883,598

3

European Union

513,949,445

4

United States

323,995,528

5

Indonesia

258,316,051

6

Brazil

205,823,665

7

Pakistan

201,995,540

8

Nigeria

186,053,386

9

Bangladesh

156,186,882

10

Russia

142,355,415

11

Japan

126,702,133

12

Mexico

123,166,749

13

Philippines

102,624,209

14

Ethiopia

102,374,044

15

Vietnam

95,261,021

Source: CIA World Factbook, “Country Comparison: Population,”
accessed November 28, 2016, https://www.cia.gov/library/
publications/the-world-factbook/rankorder/2119rank.html.

While FTAs are a clear way to assure the Asia-Pacific that the US is not withdrawing, they are
certainly not the only option. It is vital that the US move forward in the region in some fashion. The
areas of the world with the potential to grow most substantially are both in Asia: India and the
Indonesia-Philippines-Vietnam nexus. Negotiations with any of them will be challenging, but even
limited, issue-specific achievements could bring sizable long-term payoffs.
There are also unilateral actions to spur the American economy and our ties to the Asia-Pacific. The
Trump administration could identify and lower harmful US barriers, such as the Jones Act, which raises
the cost of all goods shipped to companies and consumers just to protect a few American
companies.26 Finally, the new administration and Congress will likely craft policies to boost
international competitiveness, such as simplifying corporate taxes. Domestic policies are beyond the
scope of this testimony, but they are in fact more important for the US.

Conclusion
The trade lesson from the Obama years is that a laudable vision cannot overcome the mistake of
treating the economic benefits from trade as secondary. The TPP fell short economically and,
despite being touted as strategic, therefore fell short politically. Similarly, apparently to avoid rocking

the global boat, punitive action against China on IP and market access has been minimal, fostering
resentment of trade among ordinary Americans. The US needs to return to seeking partners for
genuinely open trade and investment, while tending to our own house.
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